Muay Thai Recap: Diesellek Beats Alamos + Kongsak, Jomthong Win
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The last few days have been busy in the realm of Muay Thai over in Thailand. There were some
great match-ups featuring top fighters across the board, at Rajadamnern and Lumpinee.

We'll start off with yesterday's event, which was Friday, October 12 and featured a highly
anticipated rematch between Diesellek Aoodonmuang and Damien Alamos (in the video
above), the current Lumpinee champion at 140lbs. Contrary to their first fight, in result and in
fashion, Diesellek dominated throughout, using his teep and round kicks to keep Alamos off of
him. Alamos had no answer as Diesellek pounded him whenever he tried to get close. It was
definitely one of Diesellek's best performances. Alamos' title wasn't on the line so he still
remains Lumpinee champion.

Other results from Friday's card:

Diesellek Aoodonmuang def. Damien Alamos by decision.

Rungpet Wor. Rungnirun def. Kaotam Lookprabaht by decision.

Kaimukdam Aikbangsai def. Rataket Teded99 by DQ in Round 4.

Lookman Fonjangchonburi def. Chaylek Sor. Permsiri by decision.

Yokphet Sonpongmapataput def. Wanchalong Sitzornong by decision.

On Thursday there was also a big card, but at Rajadamnern and it was put on by Onesongchai.
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In the main event was a highly ranked fight between Kongsak Sitboonme and Yodwicho Por.
Boonsit. Yodwicha was coming off a draw with Pakorn Barnpeeumruanpeetong (Sakyothin) but
this time he couldn't do enough as Kongsak blasted him with left kicks every time he tried to
come in and work his knees. Kongsak was the shorter fighter but his timing and ring smarts
were too much for the taller Yodwicha.

Before that fight was a rematch between Pakorn and Mongkolchai Phetsupaphan. I myself
thought this would be another win for Pakorn as he defeated Mongkolchai earlier this year,
which included him knocking down Mongkolchai with an elbow. Mongkolchai, however, kept his
range throughout the fight and was able to consistently pick off Pakorn to get a clear unanimous
decision victory.

Also on the card was Jomthong Chuwattana who stepped in at the last minute to fight Panpet
Jaotaleythong, and cruised to a unanimous decision win with his sharp boxing and left round
kicks. Shingtongnoi Por. Telakun was originally supposed to face Saeksan Or. Kwanmuang but
ended up being pitted against Yokvithaya Petseemuan. Yokvithaya put up a fight, and it was
heavily contested in the clinch throughout, but ultimately Shingtongnoi got the decision.

Other results from Thursday's card:

Konsak Sitboonme def. Yodwicha Por. Boonsit by decision.

Mongkolchai Phetsupaphan def. Pakorn Barnpeeumruanpeetong by decision.

Singthongnoi Por. Telakun def. Yokvithaya Petseemuan by decision.

Jomthong Chuwattana def. Panpet Jaotaleythong by decision.

Yodthongthai Por. Telakun and PetU-thong Or. Kwanmuang draw.
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Saengmanee Tor. Tienpo def. Kusakonnoi Rajanont by decision.

Prajanchai Por Petnamthong def. Densiam Aikbangsai by decision.
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